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Easy Astrology Oracle Cards
Unlock Your Inner Guide
Maya White
This 40-card deck and guidebook 

can help you fulfill your desire to 

truly understand astrology. The 

cards make learning easy through 

interaction with symbols, colours 

and key words. Now something 

that was once complicated 

becomes fun! With Easy Astrology 

Oracle Cards, you’ll finally learn 

the basics of astrology and will be 

able to confidently give readings 

to others. The images and words 

incorporated into each card 

make memorisation a thing of the past, and you’ll be amazed 

by how much knowledge you can absorb by using the cards 

and guidebook together. You’ll now have the keys at hand to 

unlock the universe’s mysteries!    40-card deck + book  $24.95

Music

Tantric Embrace & Ecstatic Heart CDs
Russill Paul
The first CD in this set introduces you to the ancient tradition 

of using sacred sound to stimulate the flow of the chakras, the 

body’s subtle energy centres. Balancing your chakras by singing 

these inspirational Tantric chants enhances your senses, heightens 

sensuality and physical pleasure, and helps you establish a deep 

connection to your body and to the earth. The second CD presents 

exquisite, melodic chanting that enhances the rapture associated 

with connecting to the Divine. Russill Paul masterfully blends the 

tremendous power of these ancient chants with an ensemble of 

traditional Indian and contemporary instrumentation.     2 x CDs  $42.95

The First Little Angels on Earth CD
Lia Scallon
This is perhaps Lia Scallon’s finest work to date. Adults and children 

alike will be enchanted by this double CD set. Part music, part 

meditation, part fable and lullaby, it has been described as ‘health 

food for the soul’. Your heart will fill with joy and love as Lia’s 

magical voice takes you on a journey filled with beauty, innocence, 

adventure and childlike trust that reaffirms the power of love and 

the nobility of the human spirit. ‘Lullaby of Love’ – Lia’s channelled 

song that forms an integral part of the story – is utterly superb, a 

truly classical piece that deserves to be discovered    2 x CDs  $29.95

Coast CD
Music inspired by the natural landscape where land meets sea
Various Artists
We all have our own special memory of the coast and the power, 

drama and beauty that it evokes. When you listen to Coast you can 

close your eyes and visualise those memories and enjoy beautiful 

music and natural sounds that will help bring them alive again. 

From the dramatic sound of a ferocious storm to the gentle calm 

of the lapping ocean, this album creates a liquid musical tapestry 

of everything that makes the coast so memorable. Allow Coast to 

soothe and renew your spirit with the power of that special place 

where land meets sea.     CD  $26.95

The Mirror CD
Lucinda Drayton
This collection of 11 new songs from Lucinda Drayton chart a period 

of great personal change and a time of loss and learning. There are 

lighthearted observations on being in the present (Sit Right Here), 

deeply emotional comments on the healing that comes after a rela-

tionship breakdown (At Least I Loved You) and joyful outpourings 

of spontaneous happiness (Let The Bells). The lyrics have an honest 

and real quality, and they avoid the clichés that so often charac-

terise songs about love and loss. What makes this album so special 

is Lucinda’s ability to articulate such deep emotions through her 

writing and her beautiful voice.    CD  $29.95

Atmospheres CD
Deuter
Mystical and inviting, Atmospheres gently envelopes and embraces 

you. From the peaceful, guiding notes of the piano to the deep 

strings of the cello and the interwoven sounds of nature, Deuter 

has once again created a stirringly beautiful album that calms the 

soul. Stroll through the landscapes of Deuter’s musical masterpiece 

and find yourself in enchanted and blissful serenity. Turn away 

from the outside world as you are guided by Deuter’s softly played 

piano, each note shimmering and fading like the last golden light 

reflecting on a pond at dusk. A magical carpet ride to a place far 

from care and concern.    CD  $26.95

Quantum Tarot
A Tarot of New Physics
Kay Stopforth
The Quantum Tarot is a stunningly beautiful new deck that 

explores the polar extremes of 

modern physics – the vast reaches 

of outer space and the ultra-micro-

scopic world of subatomic space. 

Although the deck focuses on 

21st-century physics, astronomy, 

and quantum mechanics, it 

combines these ideas with the 

traditional archetypes of a tarot 

deck so that anyone familiar with 

standard tarot decks can easily use 

it. Brilliantly incorporating modern 

physics into tarot archetypes (Big 

Bang theory for the Fool; the un-

certainly principle for the Hanged 

Man; black holes for the Devil) this 

deck is sure to become a touchstone for modern and innova-

tive tarot decks.
78-card deck + book  $56.95

Astrology for Enlightenment
Michelle Karen
Astrologer Michelle Karen gives 

you the tools to predict and 

guide your future and, by distil-

lling astrology down to its purest 

form, shows you how to  achieve 

enlightenment. Drawing on over 

thirty years of study, Karen has 

created an accessible, easy-to-

follow guide for using astrology 

that can enhance every aspect 

of your daily life and help you: 

* learn when to schedule an 

important business appointment 

so that you’ll get the best results. * understand  where your 

relationship will lead when you meet someone for the first 

time * find out the best day of the week to start a new project, 

and much more.     Pb  432pp  $24.95
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